FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
MMF POS INTRODUCES EMV-READY PAYMENT TERMINAL STANDS FOR THE LOOMING OCTOBER 2015
DEADLINE
Wheeling, IL, February 2015 – MMF POS has released a new line of payment stands supporting EMV
enabled payment terminals to help customers successfully deploy the new technology in the U.S. by the
fast-approaching deadline.
October 2015 represents the date by which most U.S. merchants are required to deploy EMV-Ready
payment terminals or accept liability for fraudulent credit card transactions where EMV technology is
not deployed. MMF POS is ready to help customers navigate through this transition.
“Adoption of the new EMV Standards is quickly approaching and the request for products that support
EMV deployment will soon be in high demand. “ said John Lanman, President and CEO. We urge all
merchants to get “EMV-Ready” now. Don’t risk waiting until the last minute with the associated liability
that comes with non-compliance, merchants can’t afford to wait.”
With a strong heritage and expertise in cash drawers, stands and mounts, the new MMF POS stands
include ones that fit Ingenico®, Equinox®, and Verifone® EMV-Ready Terminals; and complement the
full-line of stands and mounts.
EMV-Ready Payment Terminal Stands are made from 16 gauge steel for longevity and reliable
performance and come with a matte-black textured powder coating ideal for POS environments. The
terminal stands also feature a 180-degree rotation capability and up to 45 degree viewing angles, with
built-in cable management.
MMF POS (www.mmfpos.com) is a leading manufacturer supplier of cash drawers, tablet enclosures,
tablet stands, payment terminal stands, mounting solutions and other accessories for the POS market.
The company provides a complete line of product solutions to enhance the retail checkout experience
for both retailers and their customers. MMF POS products are used in a variety of customer service
markets including retail, restaurant, specialty, grocery, hospitality, convenience stores, gaming, office
supplies and banking.
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